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How A Speech Coach Can Help You
Consider what you want to achieve in public speaking. Is it to shine at your next company speech?
Is it to excel at your next Board presentation? Is it to give a great presentation at the upcoming
scientific symposium? Is it be a more successful salesperson? Is it to learn how to be a more
effective speech writer? Is it to develop confidence as a speaker? Is it to learn how to deliver a
speech without notes? Is it to win a speech contest? Is it to learn how to hold an audience in the
palm of your hand?
Trying to reach your goals in public speaking can be like traversing through a strange land to get
to an unknown location. Imagine finding a guide who knows the terrain, its ups and downs,
dangers to avoid, short cuts, and shows you how to enjoy the journey. A speech coach is like a
guide for your journey to reach your specific goal.
But why a speech coach? Can’t a spouse or friend or office mate help you the same way? What
makes a speech coach particularly suited to be your “guide?” Part of the answer to that question is
that a speech coach has special skills and competence in the area of public speaking and
communication. The other part of the answer is that a good speech coach has a passion for the art
of speaking and a passion for helping others connect to the magic of the spoken art.
An effective speech coach focuses on your advancement, gives you honest feedback, encourages
you at all times, and holds you accountable to apply yourself to the coaching process. A speech
coach doesn’t just fit you into his or her schedule. You are the reason that they are in business!
Besides imparting knowledge and guidance to you on your speaking journey, your speech coach will
become an ally to you, a confidant, and a cheer leader. But above all, a great speech coach will
teach you to teach yourself. He or she will help you to see yourself and the world with new eyes.
Then not only will you reach your speaking goal but you will also see new horizons and new
possibilities that you can achieve with your confidence and competence in the art of
communication.
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